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       Democrats and Republicans were essentially the same party with
different faces and that was why, no matter how many promises each
leader made, significant change rarely transpired. 
~James Morcan

Left vs. Right is an out-dated concept and an oversimplification of 21st
Century politics 
~James Morcan

Any time a secret group usurps the collective will of the people, it's
wrong. Period. 
~James Morcan

It's becoming obvious to most that mainstream media is nothing but a
megaphone for the global elite to present biased news that's designed
to align the masses with their agenda. 
~James Morcan

The ends justify the means mindset has been the impetus behind many
a cruel medical or social experiment. 
~James Morcan

Nazi ideologies continue to the present day behind the veil of
supposedly free societies and governments. 
~James Morcan

Those rare individuals society labels geniuses are almost always freaks
of nature and are naturally gifted rather than being diligent students
who became geniuses because of their education. 
~James Morcan

If enough citizens believe their national security's in jeopardy then
politicians who propose wars will receive the support they need. 
~James Morcan
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